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- Emphasize that it’s local 
photographers who are selling work 
- Store/shop to sell prints of work
- List the size requirements for the 
people to set up their booths
- List that it’s a free event to attend 
for the public 
- Make a map of all the artist’s 
location at the market
- List the date (once a month) of the 
event as well as the location
- Have a section for people to sign up 
for the next month

Demographic 
Age: 25-35
Gender: Male and Female
Location: Local (Chicago)
Occupation: Photographer 
Economic Status: Middle Class
Technological Comfort Level: High
 

Where does this person shop?
- Hobby Lobby, Michael’s, Jo Ann 
Fabrics
What might this person wear?
- Jeans, plain t-shirts, sneakers 
What music might this person listen 
to?
- Adele, Post Malone, Journey, 80s 
music 

Derek
Derek is a 32 year old male who lives and works in the Chicago area as a 
photographer. With the profession he has, Derek regularly shops at Hobby 
Lobby, Michael’s, and other craft stores like Jo Ann Fabrics. His personality is 
more laid back and casual since his wardrobe consists of mostly of plain 
t-shirts, jeans, and sneakers; however he does stay more professional for his 
business ventures. Because of Derek’s career as a photographer his comfort 
level with technology is very high. In his free time, or while editing photos 
Derek likes to fill the silence with music from Post Malone, Adele, and 80s 
music. Derek has also been looking for a new way to sell and show his art, 
and he figured that this art market would be the perfect place.  

Life in Focus
Stylistic Info

Goals and Business Needs

Tone: Sophisticated, casual, artsy 

Needs: To sell his work, to network 
with other photographers


